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Dynamic filtration in baleen
whales: recent discoveries and
emerging trends
Alexander J. Werth 1* and Jean Potvin 2

1Department of Biology, Hampden-Sydney College, Hampden-Sydney, VA, United States,
2Department of Physics and WATER Institute, Saint Louis University, St. Louis, MO, United States
Recent findings have greatly improved our understanding of mysticete oral

filtration, and have upended the traditional view of baleen filtration as a simple

process. Flow tank experiments, telemetric tag deployment on whales, and other

lab and field methods continue to yield new data and ideas. These suggest that

several mechanisms arose from ecological, morphological, and biomechanical

adaptations facilitating the evolution of extreme body size in Mysticeti. Multiple

lines of evidence strongly support a characterization of baleen filtration as a

conceptually dynamic process, varying according to diverse intraoral locations

and times of the filtration process, and to other prevailing conditions. We review

and highlight these lines of evidence as follows. First, baleen appears to work as a

complex metafilter comprising multiple components with differing properties.

These include major and minor plates and eroded fringes (AKA bristles or hairs),

as well as whole baleen racks. Second, it is clear that different whale species rely

on varied ecological filtration modes ranging from slow skimming to high-speed

lunging, with other possibilities in between. Third, baleen filtration appears to be a

highly dynamic and flow-dependent process, with baleen porosity not only

varying across sites within a single rack, but also by flow direction, speed, and

volume. Fourth, findings indicate that baleen (particularly of balaenid whales and

possibly other species) generally functions not as a simple throughput sieve, but

instead likely uses cross-flow or other tangential filtration, as in many biological

systems. Fifth, evidence reveals that the time course of baleen filtration, including

rate of filter filling and clearing, appears to be more complex than formerly

envisioned. Flow direction, and possibly plate and fringe orientation, appears to

change during different stages of ram filtration and water expulsion. Sixth,

baleen’s flexibility and related biomechanical properties varies by location

within the whole filter (=rack), leading to varying filtration conditions and

outcomes. Seventh, the means of clearing/cleaning the baleen filter, whether

by hydraulic, hydrodynamic, or mechanical methods, appears to vary by species

and feeding type, notably intermittent lunging versus continuous skimming.

Together, these and other findings of the past two decades have greatly

elucidated processes of baleen filtration, and heightened the need for further

research. Many aspects of baleen filtration may pertain to other biological filters;

designers can apply several aspects to artificial filtration, both to better

understand natural systems and to design and manufacture more effective
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synthetic filters. Understanding common versus unique features of varied

filtration phenomena, both biological and artificial, will continue to aid

scientific and technical understanding, enable fruitful interdisciplinary

partnerships, and yield new filter designs.
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1 Introduction

Until recently, accounts of filter feeding in baleen whales

(Cetacea: Mysticeti) have been based almost solely on speculative

inference from classical anatomy and ecology. These accounts were

constructed mainly from limited and brief ship-board observations

of whale foraging, and from beachside necropsy dissections of

stranded whales, often in poor physical condition. Thanks to the

dedicated efforts of many researchers investigating and speculating

over centuries, scientists were able to piece together broad outlines

of whale feeding, such as the fundamental distinction between

steady-state skimming versus brief lunge gulping in various

mysticete taxa (Slijper, 1962; Nemoto, 1970; Berta et al., 2015).

However, until recently, overall accounts of whale feeding, even in

leading publications such as the peer-reviewed and edited

Encyclopedia of Marine Mammals (EMM), offered only vague

description of the processes of baleen filtration. For example, here

are four entries from the second (2008) EMM edition:

“Periodically the mouth is closed and plankton are removed

from the baleen by the tongue, and ingested.” (EMM entry on

“Feeding Morphology”; Marshall, 2008)

“Baleen whales … force water containing food out through

baleen plates, and then transfer trapped food back to the gullet. The

tongue is presumed to be involved.” (EMM entry on “Baleen

Whales (Mysticetes)”; Bannister, 2008)

“Water is expelled by the pouch and tongue through the still

exposed baleen plates. Once the water is expelled, the prey is

swallowed.” (EMM entry on “Blue Whales”; Sears and Perrin, 2008)

“The tongue and the elastic properties of the ventral walls of the

throat act in concert to force water out through the baleen.” (EMM

entry on “Filter Feeding”; Croll et al., 2008)

Citation of these four sources is by no means intended to

criticize EMM authors or editors for vague descriptions, but

rather to point out that until a mere two decades ago, these were

the best explanations the world’s top scientists could offer. In short,

our knowledge of whale filtration remained limited, even among

experts in the field. This was true not only with the EMM, but also

other monographs written by acknowledged experts (e.g., Slijper,

1962; Gaskin, 1982, and the Handbook of Marine Mammal series,

whose final volume was published by Ridgway and Harrison, 1999),

whereas recent works (e.g., Goldbogen et al., 2017b; Pyenson, 2018;
02
Marshall and Pyenson, 2019) present a far more realistic view of

whale feeding.

Fortunately, the past two decades have witnessed an explosive

rise in the application of new techniques and technologies, many

long used in other fields of science, ushering in a new era for our

understanding of mysticete feeding, and particularly of baleen

filtration, both in specific details and general outline. Examples of

these new techniques and studies notably include but are not

limited to hypothesis-based laboratory experiments (e.g.,

Lambertsen, 1983; Werth, 2013), tag data (Goldbogen et al.,

2017a), photogrammetry (e.g., Lambertsen et al., 1989), aerial

drones (Werth et al., 2019b), engineering methods (Lambertsen

et al., 2005), computational fluid dynamics (Zhu et al., 2020a, Zhu

et al., 2020b), morphometrics (Werth et al., 2018a), histology

(e.g., Werth et al., 2018b), mathematical modeling (Potvin et al.,

2009; Potvin and Werth, 2017), and physical modeling

(Werth, 2004).

Nonetheless, for all the insights provided by application of novel

approaches, there remain many as-yet unanswered questions.

Therefore, the aim here is not to provide an exhaustively

comprehensive review of recent projects/publications, methods,

and findings, but instead to take stock and reflect on major

themes and threads arising from these approaches. A roadmap is

hereby offered, surveying the current state of the field, including

major advances in current understanding as well as suggestions to

guide future researchers in addressing current mysteries concerning

baleen filtration.

This review reflects the dawning realization that baleen

filtration is considerably more complex than previously presumed

by generations of researchers (even the authors, formerly).

Moreover, baleen filtration is at heart a dynamic and variable

process rather than a static or uniform one. Consider that for a

large rorqual such as a 25 m blue whale, a typical lunge feeding

event involves engulfment of >80-120 m3 of water, which is then

filtered through a ~4 m2
filter in roughly 30 seconds, with peak

pressures potentially reaching >800–1000 kPa, the equivalent of 106

N/m2 (Werth, 2013). Further, this filter must retain structural

integrity and remain functional for the whale’s entire lifespan

(presumably 100 years or more; George et al., 2021). It must filter

incredibly capacious volumes of water and hold massive volumes of

water-borne schooling prey, at astonishing pressures, without
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breaking, clogging, or otherwise failing. Truly, this is a leading

contender for the world’s most dynamic biomechanical event

(Goldbogen, 2010).

As researchers gradually fill in details of this former “black box”

phenomenon (as evidenced by the nebulous ambiguity of the above-

cited EMM entries), two clear conclusions emerge. First, baleen

filtration is a far more complex process than previously presumed.

Secondly and relatedly, baleen filtration is generally a highly

dynamic process with varying inputs and outputs. As summarized

in Table 1, mysticete foraging ecology is itself varied, with three

variants—skimming and lunge or suction gulping—corresponding

to the three main families of extant baleen whales (Balaenidae,

Balaenopteridae, and Eschrichtiidae, respectively; Slijper, 1962;

Pivorunas, 1979; Werth, 2000; Goldbogen et al., 2017b; Savoca

et al., 2021). Nonetheless, mysticete filtration processes are both

varying and variable (Werth et al., 2018a; Werth, 2019). Specifically,

each baleen filter appears to display varying properties (e.g.,

porosity) from one filter region or element to another, and these

properties also appear to be variable over time as determined by

such input parameters as flow speed, direction, and volume. In

brief, it is difficult to precisely characterize baleen filtration without

specifying detailed operating conditions or attaching qualifying

caveats (Werth, 2013).

In the sections that follow, major findings of the past two decades

of research on baleen filtration are summarized. We acknowledge

that certain variabilities and complexities outlined here are simpler

and currently better known than other items, but all alike contribute

to the complete picture of baleen filtration, undoubtedly along with
TABLE 1 Primary distinctions between ecology and morphology of
mysticete feeding types.

Feeding
Type

Balaenid Rorqual
(Balaenopterid)

Gray
(Eschrichtiid)

Species 4 ~9, not
including subspecies

1

Adult
body length

16 m 8-30 m 14 m

Body form Stout/stocky Slim/sleek Intermediate

Feeding type Skimming
(surface
or depth)

Varied;
typically lunges

Typically benthic
suction, but varied

Filtration Continuous/
steady state

Intermittent
(processes

single mouthful)

Intermittent
(processes

single mouthful)

Driving force Ram
swimming

Ram lunges Suction (intraoral
expansion via

tongue
depression)

Typical prey Copepods,
krill (1-
10 mm)

Krill, schooling fish
(1-20 cm)

Benthic
amphipods (5
mm-5cm)

Swim speed ~3.5 km/hr
(1 m/s)

5-14 km/hr (1.5-4 m/
s)*

5-8 km/hr (1.5-2
m/s)**

Filtration
speed

~3.5 km/hr
(1 m/s)

3.5-7 km/hr (1-2 m/s) 3.5 km/hr (1 m/s)

Baleen form Very long (to
4 m) flexible
plates, very

fine,
dense fringes

Triangular plates
(0.5-1 m long),

intermediate fringes

Short (0.25 m),
stiff plates,

coarse fringes

Baleen plate # Mean 300
(240-390)

Mean 275 (230-400) Mean 160
(130-180)

Avg
baleen length

300 cm 70 cm 25 cm

Avg
fringe density

52/cm 21/cm 7/cm

2D filtration
area of

internal mat

3-7 m2 0.4-4.5 m2 1.3 m2

3D filtration
area

including
plates

15-240 m2 18-70 m2 25-35 m2

Rostrum Sharply
arched

Flat, broad Mildly arched

Tongue Large,
firm,

muscular

Floppy, sac-like,
invaginates into
ventral cavity

Large,
firm, muscular

Other notable
morphological
adaptations

Gap between
paired baleen
racks, high
semicircular
muscular
lips, scoop-
like lower
jaw, gutter-

Wide gape,
expansible accordion-

like throat pleats
(ventral grooves) with

musculature to
contract; strongly

keeled palate, low lips

2-7 gular (throat)
grooves for

oropharyngeal
expansion

(Continued)
TABLE 1 Continued

Feeding
Type

Balaenid Rorqual
(Balaenopterid)

Gray
(Eschrichtiid)

like channel
between lip
and baleen,
curved

mandibles,
no

throat
grooves

Notable
behaviors

Often do U-
turn like

lawn mower
to go back

through prey
patch; group

echelon
feeding
(probably
parallel
rather
than

cooperative)

Very rapid
engulfment of

aggregated prey; body
rotations (including
side-swimming)

during engulfment;
bubble netting; also
occasional flipper and
tail smacking of prey

Usually rotates
body to side to

suck up plume of
benthic

zooplankton (e.g.,
amphipods,
mysids, etc.)

in mud
[*Rorqual swim speed much higher (up to 25-30 km/hr) during lunges); **gray whale speed
<1 m/s during feeding]
Note that there is substantial variation, such as rorqual sei whales, Balaenoptera borealis, that
occasionally skim feed like balaenids (Kawamura, 1974; Brodie and Vikingsson, 2009;
Horwood, 2017; Segre et al., 2021). Feeding of pygmy right whales, typically classified as
the sole species in Neobalaenidae, is unknown but most likely similar to that of balaenids
(Sekiguchi et al., 1992; Fordyce and Marx, 2013; Marx and Fordyce, 2016; Kemper, 2017;
Werth et al., 2018a).
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numerous other factors whose contributions have yet to be learned

or appreciated.
2 Baleen as metafilter with structural
complexity & variability

Biological filtration operates on numerous levels and with many

functions, including retention of desired filtered material for

nutritive gain or elimination of undesired filtered material as

excreted waste (Werth, 2019). Baleen does not perform both

functions; it solely collects and retains desired material (food)

while separating it from seawater. Because of this broad range of

function, many biological filters exist, ranging from tissues and

organs (e.g., kidneys, livers, and sinusoidal capillaries) to entire

ecosystems (e.g., wetlands). In the middle of this continuum lie

dedicated filter-feeding structures or whole specialized organs.

These may exist outside the body, as in the filter-feeding

appendages of copepods, barnacles, and other crustaceans, or they

may lie within the body, as in the gill rakers of bony fishes and

cartilaginous sharks and rays (Cheer et al., 2012; Paig-Tran et al.,

2013; Paig-Tran and Summers, 2014; Wegner, 2015; Divi et al.,

2018). Such filter-feeding configurations may be modified from

preexisting structures, as in fish gill rakers, the spined tongues of

filter-feeding waterfowl, or the complexly cusped dentition of filter-

feeding seals, especially crabeater seals, Lobodon carcinophagus, and

leopard seals, Hydrurga leptonyx (Werth, 2000; Marshall and

Goldbogen, 2015; Hocking et al., 2017b; Marshall and Pyenson,
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
2019; Hamann and Blanke, 2022). Alternatively, filters may be novel

arrangements that evolved de novo, as is the case for baleen (Werth,

2017). This keratinous filtering material, suspended from the palate

of all extant species of crown mysticetes, is a neomorphism that

evolved roughly 25 million years ago from early, toothed members

of stem Mysticeti (Fordyce and Barnes, 1994; Thewissen, 1998;

Thewissen and Bajpai, 2001; Thewissen et al., 2009; Uhen, 2010;

Marx and Fordyce, 2015; Pyenson and Vermeij, 2016; Marx et al.,

2016a, Marx et al., 2016b; Pyenson, 2017; Slater et al., 2017).

Although fossilized baleen exists (Esperante et al., 2008; Bisconti,

2012; Gioncada et al., 2016; Collareta et al., 2017; Marx et al., 2017;

Bosio et al., 2021), abundant fossil skulls and teeth of early

mysticetes reveal that dentition gradually declined in tooth size

and number as it was replaced by this new and highly adaptive key

innovation (Fordyce, 1980; Fitzgerald, 2010; Berta et al., 2016; Marx

et al., 2016a; Geisler et al., 2017; Lambert et al., 2017; Peredo et al.,

2017; Hocking et al., 2017a; Fordyce and Marx, 2018; Ekdale and

Deméré, 2021; Gatesy et al., 2022). Although baleen functions

roughly analogously to filtering dentition, it is not homologous to

teeth, the keratinous palatal ridges of some mammals, or any other

tissue (Gatesy and O’Leary, 2001; Deméré et al., 2008; Fudge et al.,

2009; Gatesy et al., 2013; Thewissen et al., 2017). Like other oral

filters, baleen both collects and separates prey items from water, in

this case by bulk filtration of schooling prey, whether zooplankton

(ranging from <1-10 cm) or fish (generally ~10-20 cm in

body length).

Baleen can variously yet simultaneously be considered as a

tissue, as a structural material, and (collectively) as a filtering unit
FIGURE 1

Baleen is a complex oral metafilter comprising different alpha-keratinous elements arranged sandwich-style with flat, fingernail-like plates enclosing
hollow hair-like horn tubules (A). Each element has its own filter function along with unique structural and biomechanical properties. Paired racks of
baleen tissue (A) each consist of ~300 triangular major plates (B) that erode along their interior (medial, lingual) surfaces (C) to reveal the horn tubes
as fringes (bristles; D). An entire rack, major/minor plate, or fringe can separately or collectively serve as a filter element.
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roughly equivalent to an organ (Werth, 2017). The entire filter

consists of paired “racks” of baleen hanging from each side of the

upper jaw, with each rack comprising approximately 300 individual

plates of baleen tissue, each of which is roughly triangular in shape

(Figure 1). Because each rack is therefore a layered, comb-like

structure, each individual baleen plate is also sometimes called a

lamina (Young, 2012; Loch et al., 2020). The precise number of

plates varies by species (ranging from ~160-360 plates per rack),

and to a lesser degree by a whale’s overall body size, which in turn

depends on age and sex (Werth et al., 2018a). However, virtually all

adult mysticetes have about 300 baleen plates suspended from each

side of the rostrum. Baleen plate size varies by species, although

plates are generally about 3 mm thick (anteroposteriorly), ~10-20

cm wide (mediolaterally) for most of their length, and 20-40 cm

wide at their dorsal-most origin where they emerge from and are

anchored within palatal gingiva. In most whales, baleen plates are

~50 cm long (dorsoventrally), but plates range from ~35-75 cm in

length for most species, with the major exception of bowhead

(Balaena mysticetus) and right whales (Eubalaena spp.), both of

Family Balaenidae, whose plates can, in exceptionally large

specimens, exceed 4 m in length (Werth, 2000). Plate dimensions

vary by position along the rack, with the longest plates found near

the center of a rack (Werth et al., 2018a, Werth et al., 2020). In

addition to major (main) plates, most whales have smaller minor

plates running medially along each rack. A major plate can have one

or multiple adjacent minor plates, all of which resemble fragments

broken from the medial edge of a major plate (Williamson, 1973;

Pivorunas, 1976). As their name suggests, minor plates are

considerably smaller in size than major plates (Figure 1). Relative

to their reduced size, minor plates likely also play a greatly reduced

functional role in filtration, although this has not been

adequately addressed.

Baleen is an ever-growing substance, like many keratinous

tissues such as mammalian hair, nails, and claws, but unlike teeth

and most other vertebrate filtering materials (Marshall et al., 1991;

Wang et al., 2016). In an elegantly simple turnover that balances

baleen tissue generation and loss, new filtering material arises to

replace eroded material that becomes frayed and shed during

filtration (Werth et al., 2020, Werth et al., 2021). This ever-

changing nature of filter growth and loss aptly relates baleen’s

dynamic structure with its dynamic function. Although baleen

growth rates vary somewhat by species and age, in most whales

the plates grow about 12-18 cm per year (Sumich, 2001; Werth

et al., 2021). Bowhead and right whales, which have much longer

plates and thus substantially larger baleen filters, are again the

exception; balaenid plates typically grow 20-27 cm per year in adults

and can exceed 30 cm per year in juveniles (Werth et al., 2020). In

most mysticete species, baleen plates grow disproportionately faster

in the first 2-3 years of life. This has been explained as young whales

needing to prioritize post-weaning growth of their oral filter to

obtain calories needed to sustain growth of other body parts, such

that skeletal growth is often delayed or downplayed until the filter

attains its full adult proportions (Lubetkin et al., 2008; Fortune et al.,

2012; George et al., 2016).

As embryos, mysticetes normally bear multiple transient tooth

germs or anlagen that do not persist but are absorbed during
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
development (Slijper, 1962; Peredo et al., 2017), so that they serve

as temporary vestiges or atavisms. As these germs fade, they are

replaced by arcs of tissue, running along both sides of the rostrum,

that generate the alpha-keratin components comprising baleen

(Fudge et al., 2009; Szewciw et al., 2010; Thewissen et al., 2017).

Basically, the two primary paired components are almost exactly like

human hair and fingernails. These elements are arrayed as a sandwich

(Figure 1), with two flat outer layers of nail-like sheets (Forslind,

1970) surrounding a core of long, hollow “horn tubules” that dangle

down ventrally from the palate (Werth, 2000). The interior of every

plate consists of an array of one to two dozen variably-sized tubules

within a matrix of intertubular keratin (Werth, 2017). This

intertubular keratin matrix binds all components together and acts

as an important if much lesser third ingredient for the “sandwich”

(Werth et al., 2018b). In this way, baleen’s construction is reminiscent

of a fiberglass composite material, with alternating flat sheets and

long, narrow fibers (Greenberg and Fudge, 2012). Together, these

components provide baleen with unparalleled flexibility and rigidity,

combining to create a highly pliant and bendable yet stiff and resilient

material (McKittrick et al., 2012) that absorbs intensely high forces

and pressures yet bounces back to its original form, all the while

resisting crack propagation (Werth, 2013; Werth et al., 2018b).

Nonetheless, baleen’s composite construction not only enables

but indeed facilitates its erosion into a tattered curtain of exposed

horn tubules that are revealed, like the frayed border of a worn

fabric, as hair-like fringes dangling at the exposed, eroded edges of

each baleen plate (Werth, 2017). These fringes, also called baleen

bristles, not only resemble hairs but in fact are created and grow in

virtually the same way as human scalp and body hairs (Fraser et al.,

1972, Fraser et al., 1976; Hearle, 2000; Feughelman, 2002), as tubes

of alpha-keratin that emerge from a follicle where dermal and

epidermal generative cells interact (Thewissen et al., 2017). Because

these hair-like fringes run solely dorsoventrally, from a plate’s

gingival origin to its ventral-most vertex, transverse (mediolateral)

cracking of any baleen plate is prohibited even as longitudinal

cracking is facilitated. Not only does this make baleen a strong,

resilient material, but even more importantly it creates a more

elaborate, less coarse filter that consists not only of the flattened

baleen plates (major and minor) but also the much smaller, finer,

more flexible fringes (Pfeiffer, 1992; Young, 2012; Jensen et al., 2017;

Loch et al., 2020; Vandenberg et al., 2023).

Several routine filtering stresses combine to facilitate baleen’s

erosion into fringes (Werth et al., 2016b). These include prey

accumulation, seawater flow, and mechanical abrasion from

adjacent impinging oral tissues, particularly the tongue and lips

(Werth, 2001). Not only do these forces produce the filter’s final

structure, but they also contribute to the erosive loss of distal-most

fringes, which often appear in whale stomach contents and feces

(Werth et al., 2020). Erosive loss is balanced by an equivalent

proximal growth of new plate and tubular material (Ruud, 1940),

such that the ever-growing baleen filter maintains a near-constant

size and shape despite constant turnover from continued wear and

tear of feeding (Werth et al., 2021).

Mysticetes are, like many animals, opportunistic and

resourceful foragers whose diets are frequently broad (Slijper,

1962; Gaskin, 1982). However, in mysticete taxa whose diet
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habitually includes very small prey items (such as rice grain-sized

copepods), the eroded fringes are measurably longer, finer (i.e., with

smaller diameter), and denser (i.e., more eroded fringes per cm of

plate) than the coarser fringes of species that typically feed on

schooling fish or large zooplankton such as finger-sized krill

(Werth, 2000, Werth, 2001). Whale species with fine filters

include the balaenid (bowhead and right) whales and the sei

whale, Balaenoptera borealis, of the Family Balaenopteridae

(Kawamura, 1974, Kawamura, 1980; Brodie and Vikingsson,

2009; Horwood, 2017; Werth et al., 2018a; Segre et al., 2021).

Recent analyses have determined that baleen’s flexibility is

tempered by the inclusion of mineral salts, particularly calcium,

which act to stiffen the filtering plates (Pautard, 1963; Szewciw et al.,

2010). Mineral content varies by species and diet, ensuring that

baleen of whales that habitually feed on tiny prey is more flexible,

creating an overall less porous filter (Werth et al., 2018a). Other

studies on baleen’s physicochemical properties have demonstrated

that baleen is generally hydrophilic (enabling penetration of water,

which in turn facilitates flexibility and prevents breakage; Werth

et al., 2016a) and largely oleophobic (resisting penetration of oil,

which is advantageous for species that live near natural submarine

petroleum seeps or man-made oil drilling platforms; Werth et al.,

2019a). Baleen has, however, been found to be susceptible to ocean

acidification caused by carbon emissions (Werth and Whaley,

2019). Baleen’s filtering function is also highly dependent on its

remarkably pliant and rubbery zwischensubstanz, the tough, gum-

like gingival tissue from which baleen emerges and which surrounds

and embeds all plates in the palate. The zwischensubstanz resists

shear forces and crack or tear propagation, enabling the filter to

withstand powerful flows as it separates food from water (Pinto and

Shadwick, 2013; Werth et al., 2019c).

Because baleen grows continually at a generally predictable rate

(Werth et al., 2021), and because it, like mammalian hair and nails,

therefore encompasses a “snapshot” of a few years of a whale’s life,

baleen has proven useful in physiological research (Werth et al.,

2020). This is even more valuable considering how well baleen

(again, like other keratinous tissues) retains both endogenous and

exogenous substances within a whale’s body, most notably

hormones, isotopes, and seawater contaminants (Caraveo-Patiño

et al., 2007; Pomerleau et al., 2018). Therefore, baleen has become

highly advantageous for biologists whose studies focus not on

filtration but instead on endocrinological, isotopic, and

toxicological or pollutant research.

So what, then, constitutes the actual baleen filter? The plates

alone? Fringes? Racks? All of the above? Although this might appear

at first glance to be a simple question, it is one of the lingering

mysteries of the comprehensive baleen filtration system, and the

subject of ongoing research. Clearly, there is much room for

judgment, as the composition of the complete baleen filter

depends on one’s perspective. When considering an entire baleen

rack and its constituent major/minor plates and eroded fringes,

baleen acts both structurally and functionally as a complex

metafilter comprising multiple components with differing

morphological and biomechanical properties (Pivorunas, 1976;

McKittrick et al., 2012; Loch et al., 2020). By “metafilter” we

mean that each component serves as its own kind of filter, but
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they work together as a hierchically complex, integrative system.

Together, the larger plates and smaller eroded fringes produce a

dual-phase (i.e., plate plus fringe) filter, with fringes capturing

smaller particles than the larger particles trapped by plates, and

with a combined surface area much larger than would be

contributed by the flat plates alone (Werth et al., 2018a). This

surface area includes the smooth planar surfaces of baleen plates,

the tattered region of eroded baleen fringes along each individual

plate, and the combined dimensions of each exposed hair-like

fringe. Calculations of overall filter area range from roughly 2-4

m2 in most whales to >6 m2 in large balaenids (Table 1), if

considering only the surface area of the medial mat of eroded

fringe hairs (Kawamura, 1974; Werth et al., 2018a). If the planar

surfaces of all plates and dimensions of individual fringes are also

included, the total surface area ranges from ~30 m2 in smaller

whales to >150 m2 in large balaenids (Werth et al., 2018a).

At this point, it is best to conclude that far from being a simple

system, baleen filtration instead acts on micro- to macroscopic

scales as a variable metafilter, with each component—fringe, plate,

and whole rack—contributing its own function to the entire baleen

filtration system (Pivorunas, 1976; Sekiguchi et al., 1992;

Vandenberg et al., 2023). Depending on the size of filtered items

(1 mm copepods to 20 cm fish) and parameters of filtration (e.g.,

flow speed), different component elements are involved.
3 Varied filtration modes from diverse
mysticete feeding ecology

In addition to the dynamic intricacy arising from the baleen

metafilter’s physical structure itself, a second level of complexity

arises from differential employment of baleen filters during feeding,

which varies widely by taxa (Werth, 2000; Young, 2012). As

outlined in Table 1, hinted at in the preceding section, and dealt

with in detail in this section, different mysticete families use their

filters for different types of bulk prey collection and separation from

seawater (Figure 2). In essence, the three main living families

employ wholly different foraging strategies (Table 1).

The most fundamental division of mysticete feeders involves

continuous versus intermittent filtration (Tomilin, 1954; Nemoto,

1959; Slijper, 1962; Nemoto, 1970; Gaskin, 1982; Sanderson and

Wassersug, 1990, Sanderson and Wassersug, 1993; Werth, 2000).

Continuous filtration operates over extended bouts of time

(typically several minutes of deployment) as a steady-state process

(Werth, 2004), the way plankton tow nets are used, except that

whales push rather than pull the filter via forward locomotion from

steady fluking. In contrast, intermittent feeders engulf and process a

single mouthful of prey-laden water at a time (Goldbogen

et al., 2017b).

Balaenid (bowhead and right) whales are typically ram

skimmers that use continuous bulk filtration to filter small

planktonic prey wherever prey accumulate: at the surface or all

levels of the water column, including near the bottom (Mayo and

Marx, 1990). As the mouth opens to expose the baleen filter, an

incurrent flow of prey-laden water enters the mouth between paired

racks (Figure 2). Only balaenids have a true subrostral gap between
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left and right racks (Werth, 2004). Balaenids also have high,

semicircular lips extending above the lower jaw, with a port-like

opening just behind the lips and under the eyes for steady excurrent

flow (Werth and Potvin, 2016). The resulting scoop-like head can

comprise a third of the length of a balaenid’s plump body. After

flowing through the center of the mouth, water flows laterally

through each rack, then through a gutter-like fold, the orolabial

sulcus, between the lip and lateral rack surface (Lambertsen et al.,

1989; Potvin and Werth, 2017). In addition to laterally supporting

and constraining the baleen racks, the lips may be especially

important in generating and modifying flow regimes (Werth

et al., 2018a; Werth et al., 2019b); their positioning should be the

focus of further flow experiments and field observations. The

balaenid tongue may preferentially direct flow toward either rack

(Werth, 2007; Werth and Crompton, 2023); it also, without moving,

sets up a flow regime that channels flow toward each rack (Potvin

and Werth, 2017; Werth and Sformo, 2020). Balaenids typically

swim at about 0.7-1.0 m/s when filtering prey (van der Hoop et al.,

2019; Werth and Sformo, 2020). They close the mouth, apparently

to swallow a slurry of accumulated prey, at regular intervals. Data

from tags temporarily affixed to whales reveal that balaenids usually

feed during dives of approximately 15 min (Werth and Potvin,

2016; Werth and Sformo, 2020). In bowheads, the mouth closes for

about 10 s every 2-3 min (Simon et al., 2009), whereas in right

whales feeding on concentrated prey, the mouth closes for ~3 s

every 50 s (van der Hoop et al., 2019); these behaviors vary in

duration with prey density. Fluking data from tags indicate that

gape opening to expose baleen for filtration engenders a notable rise

in drag (Nowacek et al., 2001; Potvin and Werth, 2017). Drag has

been calculated to increase to five times the baseline level in foraging

North Atlantic right whales (Nousek-McGregor, 2010; van der

Hoop et al., 2019) and sixfold in bowhead whales (Simon et al.,

2009). These forces are estimated at 10-100 kN, or 0.1-1 kN per

metric ton of body mass (Potvin et al., 2020). As a consequence of

this increased drag, swim speed during filtration immediately drops

(even with notably increased fluking rates) by 25% in right whales
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and 40% in bowheads (van der Hoop et al., 2019; Werth and

Sformo, 2020). Little is known of feeding in the smallest mysticete

species, poorly understood pygmy right whales, Caperea marginata,

but it is presumed, based on aspects of the baleen filter and related

oral morphology, that this species also collects and filters tiny

zooplankton via skimming (Kemper, 2017; Werth et al., 2018a).

Foraging in the rorqual or “groove throated” whales, so named

for their prominent pattern of ventral throat pleats (Shadwick et al.,

2013), occurs in an entirely different manner generally described as

“lunge feeding” (Figure 2). These diverse whales of the Family

Balaenopteridae, which includes the largest baleen whales (blue and

fin; Balaenoptera musculus and physalus) and much smaller minke

whales (B. acutorostrata and bonaerensis), as well as the familiar

humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae), use intermittent

instead of continuous filtration. A single mouthful of prey are

engulfed, usually in an energetic, acrobatic lunge or gulp at the

surface or at depth. Water is then expelled by contraction of muscles

underlying the ventral groove blubber or VGB (Orton and Brodie,

1987; Goldbogen et al., 2010; Shadwick et al., 2013; Werth and Ito,

2017; Kahane-Rapport and Goldbogen, 2018; Pyenson, 2018) and

prey are swallowed. Although rorquals normally display sleek

bodies adapted for rapid locomotion (both for long migrations

and predatory lunges), when they engulf a capacious mouthful of

prey-laden water, they briefly assume a bloated “tadpole” shape, as

the accordion-like throat pleats expand over the entire ventral

region, spreading posteriorly to the umbilicus (Werth et al.,

2019b). Adult rorquals have a floppy, flaccid tongue (Werth and

Crompton, 2023), which invaginates into a hollow interior space,

the cavum ventrale, to accommodate the massive temporary influx

of water, which may involve over 100 m3 (100,000 L; Werth, 2013).

Apart from stealthy “trap feeding,” in which a stationary whale

at the surface holds its jaws open and waits as prey accumulate

inside the mouth (McMillan et al., 2019), rorquals generally lunge

via rapid forward locomotion. Thus both the entry of water/prey

and subsequent expulsion of water are rapid, forceful events (Simon

et al., 2012), unlike in balaenid skim feeding (Simon et al., 2009;
FIGURE 2

Baleen is used for steady-state continuous filtration in bowhead and right whales, or intermittent filtration (processing a single discrete mouthful of
prey-laden water) in gray whales and groove-throated rorquals. Cross-sections through mouth at top left indicate that oral morphology parallels
these feeding types. There is much speculation but no consensus as to which type of foraging filtration arose in the earliest baleen whales and is
ancestral to other types. There is also debate about when gigantism arose in mysticetes; some sources (e.g., Bisconti et al., 2021, Bisconti et al.,
2023) argue that at least in right whales (Balaenidae), smaller body size is plesiomorphic.
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Werth and Potvin, 2016). However, both balaenid skim and rorqual

lunge feeding depend on locomotion-based ram ingestion (apart

from rare cases of passive trap feeding). Sei whales, B. borealis,

display a morphotype somewhat intermediate between balaenids

and other balaenopterids (Werth et al., 2018a), and are known to

switch facultatively between lunge feeding and balaenid-style skim

feeding depending on targeted prey (Segre et al., 2021).

Scalable parameters of rorqual lunge feeding vary somewhat by

species and size yet display remarkable ecological/behavioral and

morphological/physiological consistency in traits ranging from

gape angle and duration to timing of water filtration and

expulsion (Goldbogen et al., 2006, Goldbogen et al., 2007,

Goldbogen et al., 2011; Goldbogen et al., 2012a, Goldbogen et al.,

2012b; Potvin et al., 2009, Potvin et al., 2012; Goldbogen et al., 2015;

Cade et al., 2016; Kahane-Rapport et al., 2020; Potvin et al., 2020,

Potvin et al., 2021). Generally, all engulfed water is expelled from

the expanded oral and throat pouch within about 20 s (Goldbogen

et al., 2017b). Unlike balaenids, balaenopterids have only a small

lower lip rising above the mandibles, but this may help to hold the

baleen filter and keep it from bulging outward as strong forces and

pressures accrue during the brief yet powerful burst of water

expulsion (Werth, 2013). Again, the extent to which the lips play

a direct or indirect role in filtration remains unknown, and should

be the focus of future study.

A third kind of mysticete foraging, and second kind of

intermittent baleen feeding (Table 1), occurs in gray whales,

Eschrichtius robustus. These typically employ intraorally-

generated suction, created by rapid tongue depression and

retraction, to ingest benthic invertebrates, although gray whales,

like other mysticetes, display ecological and behavioral versatility to

exploit multiple food resources (Kasuya and Rice, 1970; Rice and

Wolman, 1971; Ray and Schevill, 1974; Nerini, 1984; Sumich, 2001;

Woodward and Winn, 2006; Young et al., 2015; Webber

et al., 2024).

Although this general three-way pattern of mysticete feeding is

widely understood (Pivorunas, 1979; Berta et al., 2015, Berta et al.,

2016), much speculation surrounds the origins of baleen from early

toothed ancestors and the presumed original type of mysticete

feeding (Fitzgerald, 2010; Boessenecker and Fordyce, 2015; Tsai

and Fordyce, 2015; Marx et al., 2016a; Geisler et al., 2017; Gol’din

and Startsev, 2017; Lambert et al., 2017; Peredo et al., 2017; Hocking

et al., 2017b; Fordyce and Marx, 2018; Ekdale and Deméré, 2021;

Gatesy et al., 2022). Notably, whether the earliest baleen use

involved intermittent or continuous filtration remains unknown,

despite much conjecture. Several studies have concluded that early

baleen use involved suction rather than ram ingestion. The

phylogenetic placement of gray whales close to (indeed, within)

balaenopterids is now well established (Gatesy et al., 2013), but how

their feeding style arose is uncertain. It is possible that the first

filtering mysticetes fed similarly to modern gray whales;

alternatively, gray whale suction feeding may have arisen as a

specialization from lunging ancestry. It is also possible that the

earliest baleen filtration involved something akin to the continuous

skimming of modern balaenids. A growing record of diverse yet

somewhat contradictory fossils raises more questions than answers

(Mchedlidze, 1984; Thewissen, 1998; Kimura and Ozawa, 2002;
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Bisconti and Varola, 2006; Thewissen et al., 2009; El Adli et al.,

2014; Berta et al., 2015; Collareta et al., 2015; Berta et al., 2016; Marx

et al., 2016b; Werth and Marshall, 2023).

For the purposes of this review paper, the most important point

to be made here is that baleen appears to have been a spectacularly

successful key innovation, leading, roughly 28 million years ago

(Bisconti et al., 2023), to an adaptive radiation of diverse stem and

crown Mysticeti (Thewissen, 1998; Marx et al., 2016b), with each

lineage evolving its own baleen filter arrangement with plates and

fringes of varying number, size, shape, and material properties

(Nemoto, 1970; Werth et al., 2018a; Marshall and Pyenson, 2019).

Extinct and extant baleen whales have used, and continue to use,

their keratinous oral filters in remarkably varied ways.

Consequently, baleen filtration systems of different mysticete taxa

are subjected to radically differing design requirements ranging

from brief bursts of rapid, high volume flow to sustained periods of

low-speed flow exposure engendering very high drag forces

(Fitzgerald, 2010; Marx et al., 2016a, Marx et al., 2017; Potvin

et al., 2020). The bottom-line conclusion is that there is no unified

pattern of baleen filtration because there is no single strategy of

mysticete filtration. Instead, there are three main strategies

(Figure 2; Table 1), with further elaborations for taxa such as sei

and pygmy right whales (Sekiguchi et al., 1992; Brodie and

Vikingsson, 2009; Werth et al., 2018a). Baleen has evolved to fit a

wide variety of dynamically variable situations both within and

between different species and lineages.
4 Flow-dependent porosity
determined by varying parameters

In addition to baleen’s structural and functional diversity

arising from the structural complexity of the filter and ecological

array of its usage, a third layer of variability (Figure 3) has been

made apparent by controlled laboratory experiments (e.g., Werth,

2013; Werth and Potvin, 2016; Potvin and Werth, 2017, Potvin and

Werth, 2024) confirming that parameters of baleen filtration vary

according to operating conditions. Most notably, these involve flow

direction (angle of attack), speed, and volume. Further, because of

the baleen’s structural complexity (Werth, 2017), these parameters

vary by location within the filter (Figure 4), namely: at different sites

1) within a rack (anteroposteriorly and mediolaterally), 2) along an

individual plate (dorsoventrally, from palatal origin to the

triangular vertex corresponding to the oldest exposed part of a

plate), and 3) along a fringe, from where a fringe connects to a plate

along its distance to the free tip. The upshot of these variables is that

baleen’s porosity (Matyka et al., 2008; Vogel, 2013; Potvin and

Werth, 2024) is flow-dependent and also region-dependent

(Figure 4; Werth, 2013; Potvin and Werth, 2024). Unlike a simple

kitchen colander or other strainer, baleen does not demonstrate

fixed porosity (Werth, 2019).

This conclusion is at once both obvious (upon reflection) but at

the same time unexpected given traditional views of baleen’s

function as a sieve (Sanderson and Wassersug, 1990, Sanderson

and Wassersug, 1993). Further, until recently the structural

intricacy of the baleen filter has been greatly underestimated
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(Young et al., 2015; Jensen et al., 2017; Vandenberg et al., 2023), as

has the array of foraging conditions in which baleen filters are used

(Goldbogen et al., 2017b; Goldbogen and Madsen, 2018; Goldbogen

et al., 2023). In addition to strong speculative inference from such

morphometric and ecological analyses, two additional sources of

robust data have revealed much detail about baleen filtration. The

first involves field data from biologging tags (archival and

telemetric) temporarily affixed via suction cups to the bodies of

living whales. These continue to yield great insight into how whales

filter prey during feeding (Goldbogen et al., 2017a). Tag data have

shown for example that whales control body position (roll, pitch,
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yaw), open and close the mouth for specific durations, swim at

certain speeds, and feed at various depths during filtration, all of

which have implications for how the baleen filter operates

(Goldbogen et al., 2013; Goldbogen et al., 2017b, Goldbogen

et al., 2023).

The second source of data involves less striking but equally

valuable laboratory experiments using baleen tissue in circulating

flow tanks (also called flumes; Mayo et al., 2001; Werth and Potvin,

2016; Potvin and Werth, 2024). Because of the large size of actual

baleen plates, researchers generally cut small sections from plates

and assemble them to create “mini-racks,” although huge flow tanks
B C DA

FIGURE 3

Research has revealed that unlike a simple sieve, baleen operates as a highly dynamic filter whose porosity is both spatially varied (A) and temporally
variable (B–D) as well as varied by species. Gray rectangles indicate sections through plates or fringes of baleen, with white gaps representing
porous spaces in between.
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FIGURE 4

Porosity varies by locations on the interior (medial) fringed mat of baleen racks, as indicated on samples collected from bowhead (A) and fin (B)
whale specimens in a flume (Potvin and Werth, 2024). Diamonds indicate approximate locations on a rack, with background photographs rescaled
to guide the eye. Labels correspond to porosities measured at flume speeds of 0.75m/s (black print), 0.50m/s (blue) and 0.25m/s (red). Typical
uncertainties fall within the SD of ± 0.04 (bowhead) and ± 0.09 (fin) calculated in the observables’ average over all anatomical stations. Right panels
show through-mat flow speeds (cm/s) versus position on bowhead (C) and fin (D) whale racks (with symbol conventions as in panels (A, B)),
calculated at a benchmark pressure gradient set equal to the product of water density, acceleration of gravity and local mat thickness (Potvin and
Werth, 2024).
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created for naval architecture studies (i.e., to test fluid dynamics of

vessel hulls) have also been used (Werth et al., 2018b). The baleen

can then be observed as it responds to moving water, either as water

circulates past stationary baleen (Werth, 2013) or as baleen is towed

or otherwise propelled through water (Werth et al., 2018b). In this

way, changes in baleen form and “posture,” such as bending and

spacing between plates and fringes, can be observed, recorded, and

analyzed. Additionally, dyes or other materials can be added to

water to better visualize hydrodynamics of baleen-water

interactions. Small particles such as plastic beads, or even genuine

prey items (e.g., copepods or other zooplankton; Fields and Yen,

1997; Werth, 2012) can be introduced to flow to record actual

filtration events via cameras placed directly underwater in the

flowstream or by outside viewing ports, ideally with ruled grids or

other scales to indicate and quantify flow regimes (Werth, 2013).

One way to measure such interactions is by analyzing rates at which

baleen plates and fringes capture plastic or prey particles in the

water stream; another is to determine the extent to which baleen

porosity changes as plates and fringes move within the flow

(Figure 5). [Note that “capture” in this sense means that particles

are caught by the baleen filter (Shimeta and Jumars, 1991; Potvin

and Werth, 2024). Capture could also include ingested particles

flow directly into the oropharynx with little or no contact with the

filter.] The distance between the free tips of eroded fringes or of

another location along fringes (e.g., 1 cm or 10 cm from where it

attaches to a plate), defined as interfringe distance (IFD), has

provided valuable data about porosity and other filter parameters
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as variables such as flow speed are experimentally manipulated

(Werth, 2013, Werth, 2019).

Such experiments have yielded useful information regarding

baleen filtration (Figure 5). They have revealed for example that the

direction of water flow, determined by the angle of attack at which

plates are oriented relative to incurrent flow, considerably alters

baleen’s filtration ability (as revealed by particle and pigment

movement and capture). As with other basic aspects of baleen

filtration, this is both surprising and unsurprising. On the one hand,

it is entirely obvious that flow direction has a marked effect on

filtration (Werth, 2013). On the other hand, this is somewhat

unexpected given that people historically viewed baleen filtration

as a relatively simple, invariant process (Jorgensen, 1966; Croll et al.,

2008). Instead, recent research has shown (as outlined in the next

two sections of this paper) that flow direction varies throughout

baleen filtration by whale species, as well as by location within the

rack and throughout the overall time course of an individual bout

of filtration.

In addition to variation in filtration according to the flow angle

of attack (Figure 5C), flow speed also leads to differences in baleen’s

filtering abilities as indicated by mat porosity (Figure 4), particle

capture rate (Figure 5A), and IFD, which is a major determinant of

porosity (Figure 5B; Werth, 2013; Potvin and Werth, 2024). As flow

speed and volume flow rate increase, fringes are generally pushed

farther apart, leading to higher IFD (Figure 5B). As noted above,

flow speed and volume vary by location and timing within a single

filtration event, especially in rorqual lunge feeding but also in
B
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FIGURE 5

Laboratory flume experiments (from Werth, 2013) with baleen samples show that many factors, including flow parameters (speed, direction, volume
flow rate) and baleen’s orientation (angle of attack) and the distance (d) of fringes from plates, all result in different functional outcomes as measured
by such parameters as particle capture or inter-fringe distance (IFD). Panel (A) shows particle capture versus flow velocity; (B) shows IFD versus flow
velocity; (C) shows IFD versus angle of attack; (D) shows IFD versus distance of fringe from plate.
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balaenid skimming and gray whale benthic suction feeding (Werth,

2019). Experiments have revealed the crucial importance of how

free baleen fringes interact between adjacent plates (Werth, 2013;

Werth et al., 2018b). If a single plate is tested in a flume, it appears

that higher flows, particularly above 60 cm/s, lead to diminished

particle capture and higher IFD, meaning the filter is more porous

(Werth, 2013). However, when multiple plates are tested together in

a “mini-rack” formation (Figure 5), it can be seen that baleen fringes

swirling in the flow actually overlap and intermingle to form a

denser, less porous mat (Potvin and Werth, 2017, Potvin and

Werth, 2024). Apart from the overall lesson that basic

experimental design is a key consideration for experimental

simulations, the more pertinent conclusion is that IFD is a

variable parameter that depends on interaction between multiple

plates. Each free, eroded horn tube fringe erupts from a single

keratinous plate, but fringes from multiple plates work together to

create the structurally and functionally important fringe mat

(Werth, 2013; Potvin and Werth, 2017; Werth et al., 2018a;

Potvin and Werth, 2024). As described earlier, the total baleen

filter is a metafilter that is greater than the sum of its individual

constituent components. Once again, mysticete filtration is not

nearly as simple as traditionally presumed. Specifically, porosity

and other measures of filtration depend not only on baleen’s

physical arrangement and dimensions (e.g., length and density of

fringes and plates), but also on flow parameters, notably the speed

and direction of water flow.
5 Tangential filtration instead of
simple throughput sieving (in
balaenids and possibly
other mysticetes)

Further analysis and ongoing experimentation have revealed

that one of the most fundamental ways in which baleen filtration is

more complex than commonly regarded involves the basic type of

filtration. Traditional accounts depict baleen as a sieve (Slijper,

1962; Werth, 2001). This is true not only of children’s literature, but

also of specialized academic works, nearly all of which describe

baleen filtration as merely separating prey by size with a passive

strainer (Rubenstein and Koehl, 1977). Such passive sieving is

presumed to work by throughput (AKA dead-end) filtration, in

which prey-laden water flows directly into the filter at a more or less

perpendicular angle, thereby collecting and retaining any items

larger than the gaps (pores) of the filter, which in this case consist of

gaps between baleen plates and/or between fringes (Pivorunas,

1976; LaBarbera, 1984).

Although such a throughput sieve arrangement could work

effectively, for several reasons it would not work efficiently for

mysticete oral filtration (Werth, 2019). To understand why, it is

helpful to consider why throughput filtering is rarely used in

commercial filtration scenarios, such as processing to remove

particulate matter from beer, wine, juice, or other beverages

(Starbard, 2009; Tamime, 2013; Jain and De, 2019). Although
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such industrial processing seeks to eliminate the solid retentate

trapped by the filter (a process called clarification; Sutherland, 2005)

and retain/recover just the fluid flowing through it—the opposite of

the whale strategy to retain and ingest the filtered solids and expel

the watery medium—the overall principles are the same (Blatt et al.,

1970). If throughput, perpendicular filtration were used in beverage

processing, the filter could readily clog, impeding flow and slowing

fluid throughput (and filtration output). Further, the filter might

more readily break or otherwise fail and require repairs or

replacement, not to mention the fact that repeatedly clearing solid

retentate from the filter would be a costly and inefficient chore.

Completely replacing the filter, as with coffee machines, is not

feasible for whales and seldom a viable option for organismal filters,

especially in vertebrates (although filter replacement occurs in

larvaceans, caddisfly larvae, some worms and snails, and

suspension feeders that continuously produce an internal mucus

net to trap prey, including enteropneusts, ascidians, lancelets, and

some tadpoles; Hamann and Blanke, 2022).

Tangential filtration, in which the flow strikes the filter at a low

angle, reduces or even precludes these problems of solid

accumulation, filter clogging, and filter cleaning (Baker et al.,

1985; Murkes and Carlsson, 1988; Lu and Ju, 1989; Lu et al.,

1993; Belfort et al., 1994; Song and Elimelech, 1995; Vogel, 1996;

Zeman and Zydney, 1996; Vogel and Todaro, 1997; Bott et al., 2000;

Brainerd, 2001; Sibanda et al., 2001; Ripperger and Altmann, 2002;

Espinosa-Gayosso et al., 2012; Makabe et al., 2021). In perhaps its

most ideal tangential form, flow runs longitudinally along the filter

rather than directly into and through it. In this scenario, called

cross-flow filtration, the solid retentate is not allowed to accumulate

along the filter; rather, solids are propelled past the filter or,

depending on the flow regime (Mei, 1992; Humphries, 2009; Peng

and Dabiri, 2009), at the most distal part of the filter, where they can

be more easily dealt with. In cross-flow filtration, the filter rarely if

ever clogs (and if clogging occurs it is delayed substantially;

Ripperger and Altmann, 2002; Makabe et al., 2021), and the filter

is subjected to less potential damage from high pressures or other

physical forces, meaning the filter likely lasts longer (Brainerd,

2001). Thus apart from less filter wear or damage, separation of

solid and fluid is more efficient with cross-flow than throughput

filtration in terms of delayed or absent clogging, and thus more fluid

processed per unit time (Potvin and Werth, 2017). For whale

feeding, all these benefits would apply (Potvin and Werth, 2017),

with the further benefit that the solid retentate—that is, the

collected prey items, which recall are the desired outcome of

whale filtration, unlike filtration of commercial beverages or other

products—accumulate at or near the excurrent flow output (Werth

and Potvin). In the case of the whale mouth, this is right at the

entrance of the oropharyngeal opening, where prey are swallowed.

Accumulation of a bulk slurry of small prey items that have been

efficiently separated from undesirable seawater is an optimal form

of filtration (Zhu et al., 2020a, Zhu et al., 2020b, Zhu et al., 2021,

Zhu et al., 2023). Cross-flow filtration feeding has been well

documented in bony fish (Langeland and Nost, 1995; Goodrich

et al., 2000; Brainerd, 2001; Cheer et al., 2001; Sanderson et al., 2001;

Smith and Sanderson, 2008; Paig-Tran et al., 2011; Cheer et al.,
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2012; Sanderson et al., 2016; Witkop et al., 2023), sharks (Sims,

2008; Motta et al., 2010; Wegner, 2015), and rays (Paig-Tran et al.,

2013; Paig-Tran and Summers, 2014; Divi et al., 2018).

Such cross-flow filtration would be ideal for continuously

feeding balaenid whales, which take in a steady incurrent stream

of pre-laden water for a minute or several minutes (depending on

prey type and density) before closing the mouth and swallowing

accumulated prey; filtration in other (non-balaenid) whales will be

covered later in this section. The anatomy of bowhead and right

whales is well suited to longitudinal cross flow, with the subrostral

gap between baleen racks serving as an input orifice, and paired,

“jetport”-like excurrent openings posterior to the large semicircular

lips and just below the eyes (Werth, 2004). In this pipe-like flow

system, water enters, then divides into a Y-shape to flow along and

eventually through either the left or right baleen rack (Figure 6).

Water flows through the anterior region of the filtering baleen rack,

and then flows along a constrained channel, the gutter-like orolabial

sulcus, lateral to the rack but medial to the lip (Figure 6A). As water

exits the oral cavity over the entire filter surface, longitudinal flow

slows posteriorly (i.e., as it approaches the oropharynx). This makes

the accumulated bolus easier to swallow; not only is it devoid of

water but it is also moving slowly (Werth and Potvin, 2016).

The very large (up to 1m high and wide and 4+m long), firm

muscular tongue of all balaenid species also channels flow, dividing

it and directing it into either baleen rack (Werth, 2000; Werth and

Crompton, 2023). Lambertsen et al. (1989) speculated that this

intraoral morphology might create a Bernoulli effect, as flow speed

increases due to narrowing of the pipe-like path, and that this might

further generate a Venturi effect to pull water from the center of the

mouth, along the tongue, through baleen. These hydrodynamic

effects could also slightly diminish pressures where water enters at

the anterior of the mouth, perhaps not sufficiently to generate truly
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notable subambient suction pressures, but at least enough to obviate

an anterior compressive bow wave that might physically disperse

small prey and/or warn them of an approaching whale. Flow

experiments (Werth, 2004, Werth, 2013; Werth and Sformo,

2020) using pressure transducers and videorecording of particles

and prey (Werth, 2012) have confirmed that these limited yet real

pressure effects in laboratory settings (Figure 7), and tantalizing

photographs and video recordings of whales foraging at sea (Werth

and Potvin, 2016; Werth and Sformo, 2020; Werth and Crompton,

2023) have likewise supported conclusions of Bernoulli and

Venturi effects.

In addition to the likely longitudinal (anteroposterior) aspect of

balaenid cross-flow filtration, there are additional presumed

dorsoventral elements of a balaenid cross-flow regime that would

involve generation of helical vortices within the mouth (Figure 6).

Such vortices, again created by steady-state flow through balaenid

oral geometry, would remain stable for the duration of continuous

skimming. There is strong experimental laboratory flume support

for dorsoventral cross-flow and vortical flow generation (Werth,

2004, Werth, 2013; Werth and Potvin, 2016). Set up by

anteroposterior (AP) flow along the tongue (APT) and lip (APL),

this would create sustained helical cross-flow running along each

baleen rack from front to back and top to bottom (Figure 8).

Although conjectural, we speculate that the minor baleen plates

might assist in generating such helical flow. They are well suited to

tripping flow and creating a zone of low pressure along the palate,

close to the rack’s medial edge. This effect could impart an upward

component to the flow, facilitating vortex creation.

Again, this flow regime would most effectively separate prey

from water without clogging but with prey accumulation directly on

the root of the tongue, where it could be readily swallowed by

lingual retraction (Potvin and Werth, 2017). Indirect evidence for
frontiersin.or
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FIGURE 6

During filter feeding in a balaenid whale ((A), showing dorsal view of mouth in cutaway frontal section), prey-laden water flows continuously in
branched Y-shaped pipe-like fashion, generating Bernoulli and Venturi effects. This in turn presumably creates helical vortices (B–E), such that water
runs tangentially in cross-flow along rather than perpendicularly through baleen.
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this arrangement comes from necropsies on stranded whales or

those that die rapidly from ship strikes or other trauma. Despite

balaenid feeding on tiny crustacean arthropods (mainly copepods,

mysids, amphipods, and euphausiids) with numerous thin,

branched exoskeletal appendages that might readily snag in the

fine, hair-like fringes of the balaenid filter mat, dead whales are

never found with prey items lodged within the baleen filter (Werth

and Potvin, 2016).

Although this cross-flow filtration concept has been best

considered in balaenid (bowhead and right) whales, it could

conceivably apply to all mysticetes (Potvin and Werth, 2017),

including intermittently feeding rorqual and gray whales,

although likely to a lesser extent. We must note that most recent

accounts of baleen filtration (e.g., Hamann and Blanke, 2022;

Vandenberg et al., 2023) rely on the notion of throughput

filtration in rorquals. However, ongoing flow experiments suggest

that at least some flow during rorqual feeding, particularly during

latter stages of filtration and water expulsion, involves varying flow

pathways that might indicate some cross-flow rather than

throughput filtration, and we expect this to be addressed in future

publications. Intraoral helical vortices like those envisioned within

the balaenid mouth (Figure 6) could likewise form within the

mouth of all whales during filtration. This is especially true

considering the growing realization that multiple distinct phases
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of flow are apparent within a single mysticete feeding event, as

outlined in the following section.
6 Discrete filtration phases within a
single rorqual feeding event

As explained in the first section of this review, traditional

accounts of mysticete feeding are greatly simplified and mainly

focus on the tongue’s role in expelling water from the oral cavity.

However, application of modern technologies, notably photography

from aerial drones and underwater cameras (Werth et al., 2019b),

including cameras and other instruments on digital biologging

tags), have revealed that baleen filtration is not so simple as

customarily presumed. This is particularly true for rorquals,

where an enormous mouthful of water is rapidly (within 10-40

seconds, depending on the species) filtered following a lunge

engulfment (Goldbogen, 2010; Goldbogen et al., 2017b; Shadwick

et al., 2019). During this rapid process, the flow volume rate and

speed of water expulsion are expected to decrease—though precisely

how they decrease (for example, linearly or logarithmically) is

unknown. Further, there is increasing evidence (Werth et al.,

2019b) that the direction of water flow changes as rorqual

filtration proceeds.
BA

FIGURE 7

Results from flume experiments (Werth and Potvin, 2016) show differential particle capture, pressure, and perpendicular flow speed effects along
both the anteroposterior (A) and dorsoventral (B) dimensions of a full baleen rack, with greater transverse flow and particle accumulation at the
posterior end of a full baleen rack, supporting the hypothesis of cross-flow rather than throughput filtration.
B CA

FIGURE 8

Experiments (Werth and Potvin, 2016; Potvin and Werth, 2017) simulating continuous flow through the balaenid mouth (A) confirm that solid
structures on either side of the baleen rack (B) create paired anteroposterior (AP) flow channels along the medial tongue (APT) and lateral
semicircular lip (APL) to promote cross-filter flow (C).
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Specifically, images of asymmetrical VGB contraction and oral

pouch compression (Shadwick et al., 2013), along with flow of water

and bubble streams indicating the direction and degree of water

exiting the mouth (e.g., Figure 8), indicate that flow through baleen

occurs in discrete yet characteristic steps or stages. This likely

occurs for more effective filtration leading to better capture,

collection, and accumulation of prey to be swallowed (Werth and

Ito, 2017). In the presumed first phase, initial gape closure appears

to cause water expulsion along the full margins of the jaws. This

seems to be followed by purging of a distinct stream of water just

below the eye at the angle of the mouth—the same place where

water steadily exits the posterior of the mouth during continuous

filtration in balaenids (Werth, 2004). An apparent third and final

stage involves a larger burst of purged water, again from the

posterior-most angle of the mouth (Figure 9); this seemingly

coincides with hyolingual movements that may correspond to

swallowing of accumulated prey (Werth, 2009; Werth and

Ito, 2017).

The recognition of apparent discrete phases of mysticete

filtration is a new finding that is the subject of ongoing data

collection and analysis. In any case, the obvious variation between

water flows at different times of whale feeding means not only that

filtration is more complicated than conventionally presumed, but

also that it seems to involve precisely stereotyped events that can be

documented and studied, and which seem to correlate with

different flows.

Hydrodynamically, what this apparent division of rorqual

filtration into discrete stages means is that water likely flows in

varied directions, with apparently different flow speeds and volume

flow rates, as outlined in the previous two sections. There is a strong

likelihood that this is related to setting up tangential flow for better,

more efficient filtration. However, this is far from uncertain. Just as

the previous section on tangential filtration plainly applies to
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balaenids but may also apply to rorquals, so too this section on

discrete filtration stages applies to rorquals but may also apply to

other (gray and balaenid) whales, even if less markedly.
7 Baleen’s biomechanical properties
vary by location and conditions

Another largely unappreciated aspect of the baleen filter’s

biomechanical complexity is related to material properties

(primarily stiffness) of the metafilter’s combined components.

Much more must be learned about how baleen’s diverse

keratinous elements (i.e., cortical plate, tubular, and intertubular

matrix keratin) grow, mature, and interact together (Werth et al.,

2020), and how they are altered by inorganic material content such

as calcification (Szewciw et al., 2010). The extent to which these

factors directly affect plate stiffness or flexibility is gradually being

recognized (Werth et al., 2016a, Werth et al., 2018b; Werth and

Whaley, 2019) but remains largely unstudied.

Baleen has long been known to be strong and resilient yet pliant

(Werth et al., 2018b). It is capable of withstanding strong

compressive, tensile, and shear forces (Werth, 2013, Werth,

2019). Calcification stiffens baleen into the hardest alpha keratin

tissue (Pautard, 1963; Szewciw et al., 2010); it is much more pliable

when hydrated (Werth et al., 2016a). As a tough yet flexible tissue

that does not degrade, baleen has long been used by indigenous

cultures for artwork, baskets, implements, armor, and weapons

(Moffat et al., 2008; Dubner, 2023). During the era of industrial

whaling baleen became a highly valuable commodity, peaking in

1853 with over 5.6 million pounds, mostly from right whales, sold in

U.S. ports for almost $2,000,000 (Stevenson, 1907). Fringes were

made into brushes; plates were used for corset stays, skirt hoops,

umbrella ribs, buggy whips, and numerous other items (Lee, 1998).
FIGURE 9

Sequential stages of filtration in a Bryde’s whale, Balaenoptera edeni, reflected here by the uneven, asymmetrical closure of the grooved ventral oral
pouch and differential excurrent flow along the jaw margins and angle of the mouth below the eye, indicate different phases of the filtration process,
presumably with varied flow directions, speeds, and prey accumulation. Large arrows in (A, B) indicate large-scale water expulsion along the entire
margin of the jaw; smaller arrows indicate path of water from angle of mouth, which alone exist in later stages (C–E) after most water has been
expelled. Freeze-frame images from Bob Morgan and BBC The Hunt video, courtesy Hugh Pearson.
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Prior to the invention of plastic polymers, baleen served as the

plastic of its day, such that whaling ports were among the world’s

most commercially productive locales. Together with whale oil,

baleen made whaling the first true American industry

(Dubner, 2023).

Baleen’s commodity value derived in large part from its

exceptional flexibility; its biological value for filtering also arises

from this flexibility (Stevenson, 1907). Baleen plates bend along

their entire length (Figure 10) in response to the forces acting upon

them during filtration (Werth et al., 2018b), which enables baleen to

withstand strong forces without cracking, providing great longevity.

Three-point bending tests of dried and hydrated baleen specimens

using an Instron E1000 ElectroPuls or Mark-10 ES30 universal
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testing machine enabled calculation of uniaxial flexural stress,

strain, and modulus in samples of baleen plates and fringes from

different whale species and different locations within a rack and

plate (Figure 11). This also enabled creation of a loading (force-

deformation) curve (Figure 12), with determination of elastic

stiffness and yield and failure points (McKittrick et al., 2012;

Werth et al., 2018b). Such experiments showed that baleen can

withstand forces >1 kN without breaking (Werth et al., 2018b), and

once again at levels that vary along a rack (Figure 11).

These experiments (Werth, 2013; Werth et al., 2016a; Werth

et al., 2018b) also demonstrated the importance of studying baleen

under natural conditions—namely, when baleen is fully saturated

with water, rather than dried out, the way it is typically stored and
FIGURE 10

Tow tank experiments with “mini-racks” (30 adjacent full baleen plates of a bowhead whale, Balaena mysticetus) towed in arrow direction at 0.4 m/s
(seen from surface in A and from underwater viewing window in B) and 1.2 m/s (seen from surface in C, underwater in D). Images show that baleen
plates generally bend differentially along their full length due to dorsal attachment and free ventral vertex, plus varied histology/geometry by length.
D also shows how plate tip bending angle was measured from photographs via divergence from the original straight axis.
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displayed in museum collections and exhibits (Werth et al., 2019c).

Baleen in water—the way it perpetually is in vivo—itself absorbs and

holds much water: 32.35% by weight (Werth et al., 2016a).

Mechanical materials testing confirmed that dried baleen is stiff

but readily shatters, whereas hydrated baleen (like other hydrated

keratins; Kitchener and Vincent, 1987; Feughelman, 1997; Taylor

et al., 2004) is much less stiff and bends with little applied force, yet

rarely breaks (Werth et al., 2016a; Werth et al., 2018b). This is

similar to the difference between dried and fully hydrated pasta

noodles, and, further, demonstrates the obvious importance of

studying biological materials under natural conditions. Contact
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angle and wettability tests (Werth et al., 2016a; Werth et al.,

2019a) also confirmed that hydrated baleen is highly hydrophilic

and oleophobic (i.e., oil-shedding), which is important given that

small schooling fish and zooplankton have bodies filled with oil

droplets to store energy and maintain neutral buoyancy (St. Aubin

et al., 1984; Michaud and Taggart, 2007).

Baleen plates of bowhead and right whales are so long

(potentially 4+ m long in large adults) that they must bend to be

stowed when the mouth is closed (Werth et al., 2018b). This raises

the question of how and where plates bend: uniformly along their

length (Figure 10), or are they more “hinged” where they emerge
B

A

FIGURE 11

Maximal stress (A) and flexural stiffness (B) along baleen plates, from material strength testing of air-dried (gray bars) vs. hydrated (blue bars) right
whale (Eubalaena glacialis) samples, showing data from nine locations along anteroposterior and dorsoventral axes (Werth et al., 2018b). Bottom
illustration of full right whale baleen rack shows manual bending results, with mean and SD in parentheses, showing force in N from 20 experimental
trials to produce 45-degree axial bending in air-dried and hydrated (black and blue numbers, respectively) right whale plates, indicating differences
by location in a rack (Werth et al., 2016a; Werth et al., 2018b).
BA

FIGURE 12

Mechanical testing results (A) showing maximal stress recorded from three-point bending tests of right whale baleen, showing noodle-like flexibility
of wet baleen and brittle fracturing of dried baleen, which failed at 12 mm displacement (strain). (B) shows how porosity, as indicated by interfringe
distance (IFD), varies by flow speed and Shore hardness, an industrial measure of rubber material softness (measured here in variably hydrated baleen
plates) Data from Werth, 2013 and Werth et al., 2016a; Werth et al., 2018b, Werth et al., 2020.
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from the dorsal gingiva? Plates were materially tested for differential

stiffness, using three-point bending tests, along two axes with a full

baleen rack: anteroposterior and dorsoventral. Results indicate that

plates are more stiff in the central portion (Figure 12), midway

between the newest baleen that emerges from the palate and oldest

baleen at the ventral apex of the plate. The baleen at the “top” of

each plate is newest and least worn (hence thickest and widest, with

fewer free fringes), and it is also stably fixed to the palate; the oldest

baleen at the ventral vertex is most eroded (thin and narrow, with

many free fringes) and it is furthest from its fixed attachment point.

These factors—anatomical, geometric, life history/developmental,

etc.—all play crucial roles in the structure and function of the

keratinous oral filter. Mechanical testing of baleen from rorquals

(blue, fin, humpback, and minke whales; Werth et al., 2018b)

indicates similar material properties to balaenid baleen, but

markedly less flexibility and fewer dorsoventral differences along
Frontiers in Marine Science 17
the shorter rorqual plates. Baleen fringes from all species are highly

flexible and elastically ductile along their length; they bend easily

but resume their original form. Thus fringes are not easily broken,

but readily they separate from each other to form the fibrous mat

portion of the metafilter, to yield rack location-dependent porosities

and hydrodynamic performance (Figure 4; Werth et al., 2018a;

Potvin and Werth, 2024).

Histological examination reveals that the internal hollow horn

tubules which eventually emerge as eroded fringes provide another

key way in which baleen plates differ along their axes (Figure 13). In

both bowhead and fin whales, tubule density is significantly greater

on the medial (lingual) side of plates relative to the lateral (labial)

side, as revealed by comparative histological study (Werth et al.,

2018b). This abundance of medial fringes likely helps to stiffen and

resist fracture on the side of the filter that sees the most “action”

from intense water flow, prey accumulation, and possible
BA

FIGURE 13

Comparative density of hollow horn tubules (mean+SD) in two fin whale baleen plates (A) and three bowhead whale plates (B) shows greater tubule
density in the medial (inner or lingual) plate region relative to the lateral (outer, labial) region in both species. Images revised from Werth
et al., 2018b.
B
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FIGURE 14

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of a bowhead baleen sample reveal relative smoothness of plate surface with underlying periodicity of growth
lines (A), and topographic 3D rendering of baleen’s ultrastructural material complexity (B, C) related to diverse keratinous components plus spaces
where plates erode and tubules separate. Images revised from Werth et al., 2020.
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interaction with the tongue (discussed in the next section).

Moreover, the profusion of medial tubules also leads directly to

the high density of abundant eroded fringes on the medial or

incurrent “business” side of the filter. Modern imaging techniques

such as scanning and atomic force microscopy (Figure 14) are

helping to resolve the microscopic ultrastructure of the three-

dimensional complexity tissue underlying the baleen metafilter

(Werth et al., 2018a, Werth et al., 2018b). Our view of the ways

in which baleen’s ultrastructure influence and determine its

porosity, stiffness, and other functional properties is slowly

resolving, with much more work to be done.
8 Variable means to clear or clean
retentate from baleen filter

A strong benefit of using cross-flow or other tangential filtration

during mysticete feeding would be better clearing of the filter, with

lesser accumulation of solids directly upon the baleen rack and

instead greater accumulation mostly posterior to it. Bulk deposition

of prey toward or at the rear of the mouth (by the tongue root)

would not only aid swallowing, but also minimize or preclude filter

clogging. If water flows mainly along rather than straight through

the fringe mat and inter-plate gaps, prey items cannot easily become

stuck within the baleen metafilter. As mentioned earlier, the slowed

flow through and along the filter’s posterior section, along with the

accumulated bolus or slurry of prey (with reduced water content)
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would also facilitate swallowing of prey without swallowing of

unnecessary water.

But even if individual or bulk prey were to become enmeshed

within the filter, how could they be removed? If baleen were to

become clogged, how might it be unclogged? Werth (2001)

envisioned three distinct scenarios whereby prey trapped in the

baleen filter could be removed. The simplest and most obvious

solution involves direct mechanical scraping or shaking of the filter

by the tongue (Figure 15). Although this might work, there are

several potential problems. First, this overestimates the mobility

and muscularity of the tongue body in adult rorquals, which, in

order to invaginate and line the ventral cavity of the throat pouch

during lunge engulfment (Lambertsen, 1983), resembles a floppy,

flaccid waterbed more than a firm tongue akin to that of most

mammals (Werth and Crompton, 2023). Second, even if the tongue

were not too loose to dislodge ensnared items, prey might be pushed

even deeper into the filter mat, compounding the problem. Third,

this mechanical abrasion might cause baleen to erode faster than it

can be replaced by new growth (Werth et al., 2020). Using the

tongue to shake the filtering baleen plates and fringes might work

better than directly scraping them, and there is some evidence of a

“baleen rattle” of adjacent plates clacking together, although this is

generally heard during surface skimming in balaenids when gape is

open (Watkins and Schevill, 1976), not when gape closes for

presumed filter clearing and swallowing (Werth, 2001).

A second scenario to remove prey trapped in the baleen filter

would be to rapidly shake or nod the head, with loosened items
FIGURE 15

Transverse sections of whale heads/mouths ((A) balaenid, (B) rorqual, (C) gray whale) as depicted in Figure 2 show potential physical interactions of
dark triangular baleen and other oral structures, which may relate to cleaning/clearing of prey from baleen. This is analogous to three options to
clean a clogged filter or dipnet (D) by mechanical scraping (E), physical shaking (F), or backwash flushing of the filter (G, H).
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falling to the tongue assisted by gravity and inertia (Figure 9). Some

field observations, especially of right whales, appear to support

claims of head shaking or “nodding” behavior (Gaskin, 1982;

Werth, 2001). Although this might provide sufficient force to

dislodge items from a clogged filter, it would be difficult to

achieve, as head motion would necessitate major expense of

metabolic energy. It would also disrupt forward locomotion,

which seems not to be impeded during mysticete filtration

(beyond typical drag forces) as evidenced by aerial drone

recordings (Werth et al., 2019b) and by accelerometers and other

instruments from attached tags (Goldbogen et al., 2017a).

A third scenario whereby mysticetes might clear their filter of

trapped items would use hydraulic or hydrodynamic rather than

brute mechanical forces. Rapid depression and retraction of the

tongue, as used to generate intraoral suction for prey ingestion in

gray whales (Ray and Schevill, 1974), could create a rapid

“backwash” flow to flush and dislodge trapped prey (Figure 15).

This could be readily achieved with relatively low metabolic cost

and without impeding locomotion or damaging baleen. However,

many prey items, both fish and zooplankton, and negatively

rheotropic—swimming away from the direction of current flow—

so they might burrow deeper into the baleen filter if a backwash

current were insufficiently strong to pull them out of the filter

(Werth, 2001). Another hydraulic solution could involve the

intraoral vortical flows described earlier, which could help to

clean baleen fringe mats or indeed to keep them clear from

clogging in the first place. To the extent that any tangential flow

is involved, it would of course minimize the need to free

trapped prey.

All three of these (and other as yet undescribed) possibilities

could apply, and they are not mutually exclusive. The best solution

might be some combination, or varied mechanisms might be used

by different whales in different situations. The main conclusions are

that oral filter clogging remains a real even if remote possibility, and

that this provides yet another aspect of baleen feeding’s multifaceted

complexity. Future investigations of this topic should focus on

laboratory experiments demonstrating potential baleen clogging

and clearing, morphological and prey data from baleen racks

studied during necropsy examination, and field observations of

whale behavior (e.g., head nodding, shaking, or backwash flow)

potentially relating to cleaning of the baleen filter.
9 Conclusions and future plans

Over the past two decades, novel approaches and techniques

such as biologging (Goldbogen et al., 2017a) and UAV videography

(Werth et al., 2019b) have greatly expanded the number of

structural and functional studies on baleen, and have similarly

expanded our scientific understanding of baleen’s role in filter

feeding. Chief among these, as described in the preceding

sections, are the recognition of cross-flow filtration, porosity that

varies by flow parameters, differing roles for baleen plates and

fringes, and biomechanical properties that vary by location within

the overall baleen metafilter. We now understand that mysticete

filtration does not depend solely on simple sieving. That is the good
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news. Unfortunately, new questions appear with every answer these

new studies reveal, such as how whales locate food over different

scales of distance, and how they control and know precisely when to

open and close the mouth. Other aspects of whale filtration

demanding further study include intraoral pressure gradients and

fluid geometry (i.e., how water flow changes direction) as the mouth

fills and empties during feeding.

In trading our conventional view of baleen as a static sieve with

our newfound appreciation of baleen as a highly complex and

dynamically variable filter, we are gaining a more realistic

understanding of how whales feed, but at the expense of short,

simple conceptual explanations. The more we understand the

morphology and fluid dynamics of baleen filtration, the better we

can protect whales from crucial environmental risks such as

ingestion of plastic debris (Werth et al., 2024) or entanglement of

baleen in fishing gear (van der Hoop et al., 2015; Lysiak et al., 2018).

For example, determining precisely how water flows into and out of

whale mouths could potentially mitigate harm from entangling

ropes that bend or otherwise damage baleen plates, disrupting

filtration. This could also help to foster strategies for developing

fishing lines that detach in ways suited to mysticetes’ oral anatomy

and flow regimes. Improved knowledge of mysticete filtration could

also lower risks posed by whales’ ingestion of oil or plastic debris

Future research efforts exploring whale filtration should benefit

from advances in UAV “drone” and biologging (i.e., archival and

telemetric tag) technology, and in computational fluid dynamics

and modeling. Flume experiments should continue to study details

of water flow vectors, speeds, timing, and so on. The possibility of

recording data from inside a whale mouth, with swallowed,

anchored, or “walking” tags, has been a tantalizing dream of

scientists. Data from all such investigations would be valuable in

addressing gaps in current knowledge, particularly regarding flow

parameters, and in connecting the physics of flow with the ecology

of living whales, which are remarkably difficult to study due to

obvious logistical, legal, and ethical considerations.Biomimetics—

the application of biologically inspired designs to build better

structures and materials for human use (Trakumas et al., 2001;

Cohen et al., 2014)—can apply many useful findings from recent

and ongoing baleen research. Specifically, baleen’s composite

keratinous material, the geometry of the mysticete oral metafilter

and its fluid dynamics, the precise mechanisms of particle flow and

collection, the pathways of water entry and effluence, the forces and

pressure gradients that baleen encounters during filtration, and

methods of clearing the filter are all key points that could be

exploited via biomimetics. Bioinspired structures and systems

based on improved knowledge of baleen function could have

many conceivable applications that would prove valuable for a

range of technical and industrial design concerns, such as how to

improve filter flow and efficiency while limiting breakage and

clogging, and how to deal with real-world environmental issues

such as clearing waters of microplastics and other waste (Hung

et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 2012; Bach et al., 2015; Divi et al., 2018;

Schroeder et al., 2019; Witkop et al., 2023).

The other real benefit of our deeper, more genuine

understanding of baleen filtration comes from potentially broader

application to multiple filtration scenarios, both in biology and in
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applied industrial settings. Together, all the findings of the past two

decades highlighted in each of the sections above have not only

greatly elucidated processes of baleen function but also heightened

the need for further research. Many aspects of baleen filtration

probably pertain to other biological filters, and can better enable

engineers and industrial designers to create artificial filters that are

more efficient and longer-lasting.

This is a two-way street, however. One can experiment on or

otherwise use knowledge of man-made filters with varying stiffness

or other material properties (Mironov et al., 2003; Yeong et al.,

2004) to better understand exactly how baleen works in vivo in

actual whale mouths, something that is still not fully understood.

The many prominent hurdles that limit research on whales (legal,

logistical, and fiscal) are impediments to carrying out many basic

experiments beyond observing structures in dead whales.

Fortunately, testing of 3-D printed models of whale baleen

(Mironov et al., 2003; Jensen et al., 2017), especially those with

exaggerated, unrealistic stiffness or other material properties, can

show us how nature does and does not work, better revealing why

baleen looks and acts the way it does (Werth, 2019). This reversal of

conventional biomimetics—in which, rather than nature inspiring

novel technologies, the new technological applications and findings

instead further inform our understanding of nature—holds great

promise. In this way we can better understand natural systems,

allowing us to design and manufacture more effective synthetic

filters. Perhaps most importantly and fruitfully, research must

continue to study the numerous important ways in which baleen

offers a highly dynamic and variable filtering paradigm.

Understanding common versus unique features of varied

filtration phenomena, both biological and artificial, will continue

to aid scientific and technical understanding, enable fruitful

interdisciplinary partnerships, and yield new filter designs.
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